We present results of the Hartree-Fock-Bogolyubov calculations performed using nuclear energy density functionals based on regularized functional generators at next-to-leading and next-to-next-to-leading order. We discuss properties of binding energies and pairing gaps determined in semi-magic spherical nuclei. The results are compared with benchmark calculations performed for the functional generator SLyMR0 and functional UNEDF0.
Introduction
A quest for energy density functionals (EDFs) that would precisely and accurately describe multitude of low-energy nuclear properties is at present one of the most important research avenues in nuclear physics. The problem has been addressed in quite a number of recent studies, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] where various extensions of the standard EDFs, used for the last 60-odd years, were proposed.
In this conference communication, we present results of calculations performed for semi-magic nuclei across the mass chart, using the newly developed EDFs based on the regularized higher-order generators with pairing. 10 As discussed in Ref. 10 , the proposed new parametrizations at nextto-leading order (NLO) REG2c.161026 and next-to-next-to-leading (N 2 LO) REG4c.161026 correspond to a fairly low effective mass and overestimate pairing strength. Therefore, they are not good enough to embark for them on massive mass-table calculations. However, inexpensive calculations performed for spherical semi-magic nuclei, which are reported on in this paper, can constitute a useful illustration of the overall bulk properties corresponding to the newly developed EDFs.
Results
We performed the Hartree-Fock-Bogolyubov (HFB) calculations for all bound semi-magic nuclei across the mass chart, using the NLO REG2c.161026 and N 2 LO REG4c.161026 EDFs, 10 ) SLyMR0, 7 ) and UNEDF0.
11 ) For UNEDF0, the Lipkin-Nogami (LN) method was used to account for approximate particle-number restoration as in Ref. 12 . For the finite-range NLO and N 2 LO generators, we solved the non-local selfconsistent equations using the newly developed code finres 4 (Finite-Range Self-consistent Spherical Space-coordinate Solver), 13 which is based on the method proposed by Hooverman.
14 For the zero-range generator SLyMR0, we obtained the solutions using the spherical solver lenteur, 15 and for the quasi-local functional UNEDF0, using the code hosphe, 16 19 ) we show the binding-energy residuals determined for the four studied EDFs. We note that for SLyMR0, the obtained differences between theory and experiment are significantly larger than those obtained for the other three EDFs, and therefore, in the figures they were divided by a factor of five. We also note that NLO, N 2 LO, and SLyMR0 EDFs are built as exact averages of two-body or many-body generators, both in the particle-hole and pairing channels, and therefore, they are suitable without ambiguity for beyond-mean-field and symmetryrestoration calculations. On the other hand, EDF UNEDF0 is built as an average of a density-dependent two-body Skyrme-type generators that are different in particle-hole and pairing channels and with some omitted terms in the particle-hole channel.
Although the pattern of comparison with data is fairly different among all four studied EDFs, we clearly see that the new NLO and N 2 LO EDFs describe data better than SLyMR0 (recall the scaling factor of five used ground-state energies of proton-magic (left panels) and neutron-magic nuclei with Z, N = 20, 28, or 50. Calculations were performed using EDFs NLO REG2c.161026 10 ) (diamonds), N 2 LO REG4c.161026 10 ) (squares), SLyMR0 7 ) (down triangles), and UNEDF0 11 ) (up triangles). For SLyMR0, to fit in the figure, the differences were divided by a factor of five. Shaded zones correspond to the AME12 masses taken from systematics.
for SLyMR0). However, results obtained at NLO and N 2 LO are still fairly worse than those obtained for the standard Skyrme-like EDF UNEDF0. In particular, for the NLO and N 2 LO EDFs, we see conspicuous "arches" of residuals between the doubly magic nuclei. Usually these feature of calcu- lated ground-state energies was attributed to low effective mass, however, we note here that for SLyMR0, which has a low effective mass too, no such an effect is seen. We also note that the statistical uncertainties obtained for UNEDF0 significantly increase when going towards neutron-rich nuclei, 18 whereas those for the NLO and N 2 LO EDFs depend on the neutron excess much less.
In Figs. 3 and 4 , we show neutron and proton pairing gaps calculated as pairing fields averaged with density matrices, 12 and for the LN method (UNEDF0), corrected by adding the corresponding λ 2 LN parameters.
12
As discussed in Ref. 10 , for the NLO and N 2 LO EDFs, pairing correlations were adjusted to values largely overestimating experimental data. This feature is clearly visible in the figures, and should certainly be improved upon in future planned adjustment of parameters. We also see that the HFB results shown for the NLO, N 2 LO, and SLyMR0 EDFs exhibit unphysical breaking of pairing at doubly magic gaps, which is a feature related to the lack of particle-number restoration, and thus is absent in the HFB+LN results shown for UNEDF0. 19 ) neutron pairing gaps of proton-magic nuclei (left panels) and proton pairing gaps of neutron-magic nuclei with Z, N = 20, 28, or 50. Calculations were performed using EDFs NLO REG2c.161026 10 ) (diamonds), N 2 LO REG4c.161026 10 ) (squares), SLyMR0 7 ) (down triangles), and UNEDF0 11 ) (up triangles). Experimental values (circles) correspond to the three-point mass staggering centered at odd particle numbers. 21 ) Open circles indicate values, for which at least one of the three AME12 masses were taken from systematics.
Conclusions
In this article we presented the binding-energy residuals and average pairing gaps obtained for semi-magic nuclei using two recently adjusted finite-range pseudopotentials at NLO and N 2 LO, as well as the EDF UNEDF0 and zerorange pseudopotential SLyMR0. For all cases but SLyMR0, the propagated statistical errors of observables were calculated.
For the set of nuclei considered here, and for finite-range pseudopotentials, the average deviations between experimental and calculated binding energies are larger than those obtained for EDF UNEDF0, but they are significantly smaller than the ones obtained for the zero-range pseudopotential SLyMR0. For the NLO and N 2 LO EDFs, the typical arches that appear in the binding-energy residuals between major shells might be due to their very low effective masses (close to 0.4). However, the fact that similar arches do not appear for SLyMR0, which has an effective mass of 0.47, questions this conjecture.
Based on the results obtained for binding-energy residuals and average pairing gaps, there was no clear improvement when going from the finiterange pseudopotential at NLO to the one at N 2 LO. This does not necessarily mean that the additional degrees of freedom introduced at N 2 LO are not relevant, but most likely reflects the fact that the penalty function based on spherical doubly magic nuclei did not allow for properly constraining them.
The next step in the development of this family of pseudopotentials will consist in increasing the effective mass. The obvious way to do this is to introduce three-body terms in the pseudopotential. The present computational ressources restrict this extension to the introduction of zero-range three-body terms in the spirit of the work of Onishi and Negele 22 and will require the use of a cut-off to prevent the divergence of the energy. The work along these lines is in progress.
